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The surface layer of the oceans and other aquatic environments
contains many bacteria that range in activity, from dormant cells
to those with high rates of metabolism. However, little experimental evidence exists about the activity of speciﬁc bacterial taxa,
especially rare ones. Here we explore the relationship between
abundance and activity by documenting changes in abundance
over time and by examining the ratio of 16S rRNA to rRNA genes
(rDNA) of individual bacterial taxa. The V1–V2 region of 16S rRNA
and rDNA was analyzed by tag pyrosequencing in a 3-y study of
surface waters off the Delaware coast. Over half of the bacterial
taxa actively cycled between abundant and rare, whereas about
12% always remained rare and potentially inactive. There was
a signiﬁcant correlation between the relative abundance of 16S
rRNA and the relative abundance of 16S rDNA for most individual
taxa. However, 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios were signiﬁcantly higher in
about 20% of the taxa when they were rare than when abundant.
Relationships between 16S rRNA and rDNA frequencies were conﬁrmed for ﬁve taxa by quantitative PCR. Our ﬁndings suggest that
though abundance follows activity in the majority of the taxa,
a signiﬁcant portion of the rare community is active, with growth
rates that decrease as abundance increases.
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A

n extensive and diverse microbial population exists in nature, with a small number of abundant taxa among a seemingly inexhaustible supply of rare taxa (1). One hypothesis for
this distribution is that abundant bacteria are active with high
growth rates, and most bacteria are rare due to low growth (2).
Members of the bacterial clade most abundant in the oceans,
SAR11, actively take up dissolved compounds and are hypothesized to contribute the most to carbon cycling in the oceans (3).
Rare taxa, however, have been hypothesized to consist of dormant bacteria and intrinsically slow-growing bacteria such as
ammonium oxidizers (4–6). Other studies hint, however, that
less-abundant marine bacteria may in fact be active with high
growth rates (7), and a cultured representative of the abundant
SAR11 clade, Pelagibacter ubique, has slow growth rates and
a streamlined genome with little potential to respond to environmental changes (8, 9). The relationship between bacterial
abundance and activity is unclear.
A way to explore one aspect of activity, growth rate, is to examine 16S rRNA and abundance of bacterial communities via
16S rRNA genes (rDNA) (4, 10, 11). Because the number of
ribosomes per cell correlates with growth rates of bacteria in
pure cultures (12–15), the ratio of 16S rRNA to rDNA is an
index of the growth rate for speciﬁc taxa in natural communities.
Although some studies have examined rRNA in relation to
rDNA of abundant bacteria (10, 11, 16, 17), few studies have
examined both abundant and rare bacteria. High-throughput
sequencing techniques such as pyrosequencing of short regions
of the 16S rRNA gene now allow examination of rare populations (1). Of the two appropriate previous studies using
pyrosequencing, one found that some rare bacteria were disproportionally active in two lake samples, and the second found
that the active fraction consisted only of the dominant taxa in
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coral reef sediments (4, 18). More data are needed on abundance and activity of rare bacteria, especially for the oceans.
The distribution of abundant and rare bacteria and their
activity depends on what controls microbial communities. Environmental factors such as temperature, light, or nutrient concentrations are known to affect abundance and activity of
microbial taxa (19–21). Viral lysis and grazing are also predicted
to affect the most active members of the prokaryotic population
(22). One hypothesis, the “Kill the Winner” (KtW) hypothesis, is
that competition specialists (those that are sensitive to viral lysis)
compete with defense specialists (those that resist viral lysis) for
free resources (22). Estimates of bacterial growth rates and
changes in abundance over time would give important insights
into possible controls of activity, but no study has examined
growth rates of both abundant and rare taxa in the oceans.
Our study examines the relationship between abundance and
activity by sequencing paired 16S rRNA and rDNA from bacterial taxa sampled monthly over 3 y at a microbial observatory in
Delaware coastal waters. Activity was initially assessed by characterizing changes in 16S rDNA frequencies of individual bacterial taxa over time, similar to previous studies (19, 23). Activity
was also evaluated by examining the ratio of 16S rRNA to rDNA
from individual ribotypes and conﬁrmed by quantitative PCR.
Though we found a strong relationship between 16S rRNA and
rDNA frequencies, many rare bacteria had higher 16S rRNA:
rDNA ratios than abundant bacteria, suggesting higher growth
rates when rare.
Results
Community Variation Over Time. Community composition and po-

tential activity of bacterial communities were examined by pyrosequencing 16S rDNA and rRNA in 34 water samples collected
off the coast of Delaware monthly between February 2006 and
March 2009. We followed changes in abundance of individual operational taxonomic units (OTUs) over time to explore the growth
potential of rare bacteria. If rare bacteria become abundant, then
they must have increased their activity in the form of biomass
production. Abundant OTUs were deﬁned as those that comprise
1% or more of the community, and rare ones were <1%. This
frequency is based on the sample size of 1,053 sequences (Fig. S1).
Of 683 OTUs present over the 3 y, none remained in the
abundant fraction all of the time. Twenty-four OTUs were
abundant at least 50% of the time (mostly abundant), whereas
350 OTUs cycled between abundant and rare (cycling, abundant
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Fig. 1. Classiﬁcation of bacterial OTUs and variation over 3 y. The OTUs were divided into three categories: mostly abundant (occurring >50% of the time),
cycling (<50% of the time), and always rare (<1% abundance in all samples). (A) Percentage of OTUs in the three groups and the percentage of sequences
within each group. (B) Phylogenetic classiﬁcation of bacterial OTUs found in Delaware coastal waters.

16S rRNA vs. rDNA of Abundant and Rare Bacteria. The relationship
between 16S rRNA and rDNA frequency for each OTU and
time point was examined (Fig. 2). There was a positive correlation between individual 16S rRNA and rDNA frequencies
(Kendall’s nonparametric τ = 0.29; P < 0.001, n = 7,286), suggesting that activity of an OTU (rRNA frequency) roughly followed its relative abundance in the community (rDNA frequency).
However, the relative contribution by many taxa to total activity
did not follow abundance, evident from the number of points that
are not on the 1:1 line (Fig. 2). Modeling results indicate that
those taxa above the 1:1 line were more active than the average
(Fig. S3). Most taxa when abundant (315 of 450) were below the
1:1 line (lower rRNA than rDNA), whereas taxa when rare were
more evenly split; 3,670 and 3,116 were above and below the line,
respectively. Some abundant taxa above the 1:1 line included
OTUs in the SAR11 clade, Rhodobacteriaceae, and Saprospiraceae
in March 2006, July 2006, and April 2008, respectively. Some
abundant taxa below the 1:1 line included members of the SAR11
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clade and Rhodobacteriaceae during September and February of
2007, respectively (Fig. 2).
To estimate how growth rates of taxa may vary as a function of
abundance, we examined 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios for the abundant and rare groups. Overall, the ratios of 16S rRNA to rDNA
of taxa when abundant were signiﬁcantly lower than taxa when
rare, averaging 0.9 and 1.2, respectively (n = 450 and 4,945,
respectively, P < 0.001, t test), with a higher variation in the rare
than the abundant group (SD = 2.2 vs. 0.7, respectively). We
next examined the 16S rRNA:rDNA ratio for a taxon vs. its rank
abundance in the community (the rDNA rank for the OTUs; Fig.
S4). Rank abundance was used to avoid the statistical problem in
comparing the ratio of 16S rRNA to rDNA with rDNA abundance. We found that 95% of the time, the ratio of 16S rRNA to
rDNA was not signiﬁcantly different from 1. However, 16S
rRNA:rDNA ratios for a substantial fraction of the taxa increased overall as abundance declined, implying that relative
growth rates generally increased as abundance decreased in
these taxa. Of the 179 incidences of an OTU with a ratio signiﬁcantly >1, 25% were for abundant OTUs and 75% were for

Fig. 2. Relationships between 16S rRNA and 16S rDNA frequencies of
bacterial OTUs deﬁned in the pyrosequence dataset. The points are paired
16S rRNA and rDNA frequencies for each individual OTU and time point.
Circled points are discussed in the main text. The dotted line is the 1:1 line.
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<50% of the time), and 310 OTUs were always rare (Fig. 1A).
Most of these rare taxa occurred <25% of the time (n = 229),
whereas only 18 OTUs were present at least 50% of the time; the
rest of the rare OTUs occurred between 25% and 50% of the
time (n = 63). In short, about 55% of the observed taxa (about
94% of sequences) cycled between rare and abundant, 34% of
the taxa were rare and occurred infrequently, and ∼12% of the
other rare taxa were potentially inactive because they never
became abundant.
The OTUs in these categories were identiﬁed to the level of
phylum or subdivision of Proteobacteria (Fig. 1B). Only four
groups (Alphaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria, Bacteroidetes,
and Actinobacteria) were represented in the mostly abundant
fraction, compared with 15 and 17 groups in the cycling or always
rare fractions, respectively. Five OTUs were found in the
abundant fraction at least 80% of the time, and those were from
the Oceanospirillum (Gammaproteobacteria), SAR11, and Rhodobacteraceae groups. More SAR11 and Rhodobacteraceae OTUs
were in the mostly abundant or rare fractions than in the cycling
fraction (Fig. S2A). In contrast, more Bacteroidetes were observed
in the cycling and rare fractions than in the mostly abundant
fraction (Fig. 1B), which was mostly driven by increases in Flavobacteriaceae (Fig. S2B).

rare OTUs. Of the 116 incidences with a ratio <1, 72% were for
abundant OTUs and 28% were for rare OTUs. On average, rare
bacteria had higher 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios, and possibly faster
growth rates, than abundant bacteria.
To avoid potential problems with comparisons among different taxa, we examined in more detail how potential activity
varied with abundance for individual OTUs from seven different
families chosen based on their range in abundance and presence
in at least 40% of the samples (Table S1). As seen in the plot of
all taxa (Fig. 2), the 16S rRNA abundance was signiﬁcantly
correlated with rDNA abundance of the individual taxa we examined, although the slopes for different taxa varied (Table S1).
We explored models to explain these 16S rRNA vs. rDNA
relationships. These modeling exercises showed that if growth
rates are constant when abundance varies, the intercept of 16S
rRNA vs. rDNA plots is zero (Figs. S3 and S5). However, if
growth rates increase or decrease as abundance decreases, then
the intercepts are positive or negative, respectively (Fig. S5).
This modeling exercise also showed that 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios
>1 were consistent with growth rates being higher than the average, regardless of rRNA gene copy number.
We found that variation in potential activity as a function of
abundance for individual taxa was similar to the variation seen
for the entire community. The intercepts for most taxa were not
signiﬁcantly different from zero, suggesting that rRNA:rDNA
ratios and thus presumably growth rates remained relatively
constant over a range of abundances (Table S1), as seen in the
analysis of the entire community. However, about 20% of taxa
had 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios that decreased as abundance increased, as indicated by intercepts signiﬁcantly different from
zero, suggesting that for these taxa, growth rates decreased as
abundance increased (Table S1). Ratios of 16S rRNA to rDNA
also increased in about 20% of taxa as abundance decreased.
OTUs in the SAR11 group, even though they all were very
closely related to the same cultured representative (P. ubique),
had highly variable slopes. Two OTUs had intercepts signiﬁcantly less than zero, and one had an intercept signiﬁcantly
greater than zero (Fig. 3A and Table S1). Two mostly abundant
Rhodobacteriaceae OTUs also had intercepts signiﬁcantly different from zero (Fig. 3B and Table S1). Ratios of 16S rRNA to
rDNA (slopes) were lower in the Flavobacteriaceae than any of
the other groups (Table S1). Overall, however, these ﬁndings
suggest that for many individual taxa, relative growth rates increase as abundance decreases, as seen when the entire community was examined.
The 16S rRNA and rDNA of ﬁve representative OTUs were
examined further by quantitative PCR (Table S2). These OTUs

were chosen based on both phylogeny and abundance, as deﬁned
in the 16S rDNA tag dataset as well as speciﬁcity of the qPCR
primers for each OTU (Fig. 4A and Table S2). In the tag dataset,
the overall correlation between the frequencies of 16S rRNA
and rDNA of the ﬁve taxa was signiﬁcant, and for four of ﬁve, the
slope was <1 (slope of all taxa = 0.54, bootstrap 95% conﬁdence
interval = 0.41–0.67, r = 0.88, P < 0.05, n = 125; individual
slopes are given in Table S1). In the qPCR dataset, the correlation between all 16S rRNA copies and rDNA copies was also
signiﬁcant (r = 0.61, P < 0.001, n = 155; Fig. 4B). The tag and
qPCR datasets revealed the same variation in rRNA abundance
as a function of rDNA abundance, except for the Act-960 OTU
(Fig. 4). The tag sequence estimate of 16S rDNA relative
abundance signiﬁcantly correlated with the qPCR-based estimate for four of the ﬁve OTUs (Pearson correlations between
0.44 and 0.61, P < 0.05, n = 24). The lack of signiﬁcance for the
Act-960 OTU could be due to PCR primer biases (24).
Discussion
It is critical to assess the contribution by abundant and rare
bacteria toward biogeochemical cycling in light of the high diversity of bacterial communities (2, 25). To explore this issue,
estimates of activity are needed for both abundant and rare
bacteria. Although recent genomic evidence indicates that marine bacteria have the capacity to rapidly respond to changes in
environmental conditions and presumably become abundant (26,
27), and microbial communities do vary over time in the ocean
(20, 21), little data are available on the activity of individual
marine bacterial taxa. We assessed activity of the bacterial
community by characterizing changes in relative abundance of
individual taxa over time and by examining 16S rRNA:rDNA
ratios as an index of growth rate. Data from coastal Delaware
waters indicate that about half of the bacterial community cycles
between rare and abundant, supporting the hypothesis that some
rare bacteria are members of a seed bank of dormant bacteria
waiting for conditions to change (1, 2). This conclusion is supported by 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios that were <1 for some rare
bacteria. However, many rare bacteria had high rRNA:rDNA
ratios, indicative of high growth rates. These ﬁndings suggest
that growth rates decrease for some bacteria as they increase
in abundance.
Our ﬁndings also suggest that at least half of the rare taxa in
our samples were active; the other half were dormant at times in
the 3-y study. These ﬁndings expand upon a recent study that
also found that some rare bacteria are active, whereas others are
dormant (4). A disproportionate number of rare bacterial OTUs
from two lakes at single time points had high 16S rRNA:rDNA

Fig. 3. Relative abundance of 16S rRNA vs. rDNA for selected dominant taxa over 3 y. SAR11 (A) and Rhodobacteriaceae (B). Solid lines were determined by
linear regression, and the dashed lines are 1:1 relationships.
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ratios compared with ratios for abundant taxa (4), which is in
contrast to a study of bacterial communities in coral reef sediments, where rare bacteria were not well represented in the
rRNA pool and presumably had low growth rates (18). As with
the lake microbial communities (4), our data indicate that some
rare marine bacteria can be highly active.
Some closely related SAR11 taxa appeared to have low growth
rates, whereas other SAR11 taxa may have higher growth rates in
Delaware coastal waters. This observation helps explain some
discrepancies between previous experimental and genomic data.
Dilution culture experiments found low growth rates of SAR11
compared with other bacterial groups (28), whereas results from
uptake assays indicate that SAR11 bacteria have growth rates
that equaled or exceeded rates for bacteria in other taxonomic
groups (3). Our data suggest that about half of the SAR11 taxa
had lower growth rates than average when abundant, whereas
the other half had average or above average growth rates. Our
predictions of lower-than-average growth rates in some SAR11
taxa are consistent with growth rates of isolated SAR11 estimated in laboratory cultures and genomic data from P. ubique (8,
9). These data suggest that bacteria in this clade have streamlined genomes and limited genetic repertoire for fast growth (8,
9, 26, 27). Two recent genomic studies indicate differential use of
glucose and phosphate within the SAR11 clade, perhaps contributing to higher growth rates in different SAR11 taxa (29, 30).
Our estimates of varied growth rates in SAR11 indicate the need
for further genomic and metabolic diversity studies of this important marine clade.
Our data suggest that growth rates change as abundance
increases in about one-third of the taxa. At least three nonexclusive mechanisms could explain these results. The ﬁrst explanation, non–steady-state growth, is typiﬁed by growth of
bacteria in batch culture, where dormancy is followed by rapid
growth induced by nutrient or other resource availability, followed by a decline in growth rate as resources are used (14).
Similar patterns were observed in organic carbon-enriched
microcosms (31) and have been shown to contribute to alterations in 16S rRNA copies per cell in batch cultures of marine
bacteria (13). In the environment as in batch cultures, nutrients
likely stimulate rapid induction of growth, leading to increases in
abundance. Although the abundance of many of the taxa in our
study increased from one month to the next, our sampling was
not frequent enough to resolve differences in steady-state growth
and to evaluate this mechanism. The second explanation involves
top-down controls such as grazing and viral lysis. The KtW
mechanism predicts that defense specialists have slow growth
rates when abundant because they devote their resources to
Campbell et al.

defensive strategies against grazing or viral lysis (22). As predicted by the KtW hypothesis, 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios increased
for about 20% of taxa as their abundance decreased, suggesting
that this mechanism may be an important factor affecting active
but rare bacteria. Alternately, growth rates may remain high in
some bacteria that do not have defensive strategies, but their
abundance is held in check by top-down controls. The third
mechanism could involve either interspecies or intraspecies
competition. In interspecies competition, abundant bacteria may
be more able than rare bacteria to compete for resources,
resulting in high growth rates and abundances. In intraspecies
competition, growth rates may decline as abundance increases
when density-dependent resources become limiting. About 40%
of the taxa, including the two most abundant OTUs, SAR11-10
and 9, could be inﬂuenced by either top-down controls or competition effects, because the 16S rRNA:rDNA ratios for these
taxa increased or decreased as they became more abundant.
More frequent sampling is needed to test these hypotheses.
Our interpretations of 16S rRNA/rDNA relationships could
be affected by 16S rDNA copy number per genome, because we
did see an effect of that on slopes of 16S rRNA vs. rDNA graphs.
However, variation in copy number among taxa is unlikely to
affect our conclusions, because modeling results suggest that all
points above or below the 1:1 line are indicative of a higher- or
lower-than-expected growth rate, respectively, regardless of copy
number. Our comparisons of the SAR11 clade OTUs, which are
highly related (<2% difference) to a cultured representative with
one 16S rDNA copy per genome (9), would not be affected by
copy number. Comparisons between SAR11 clade and other taxa
may be affected by copy number, because other taxa can have
more than one copy per genome (26). Cultivated Flavobacteriaceae and Rhodobacteriaceae, for example, have more than one
16S rDNA copy per genome, explaining why many Flavobacteriaceae and one Rhodobacteriaceae had slopes <1. However, our
conclusions are based on large differences in ratios among
hundreds of OTUs and thousands of paired 16S rRNAs and
rDNA reads, along with changes in relative ratios in individual
taxa over time. Any variation in the 16S rRNA/rDNA relationship among OTUs does not affect our conclusions about cycling
of taxa between rare and abundant populations and variations in
16S rRNA:rDNA ratios within a single OTU over the 3 y of
our study.
Other potential problems, such as differences in ribosomal
efﬁciencies and non–steady-state growth, would not affect our
conclusions, because previous studies suggest that these factors
do not signiﬁcantly affect rRNA growth-rate relationships observed in continuous cultures (13, 15, 32). Furthermore, alPNAS | August 2, 2011 | vol. 108 | no. 31 | 12779
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Fig. 4. Relationship between 16S rRNA and 16S rDNA for selected OTUs as indicated by the tag dataset (A) and by quantitative PCR (B).

though tag sequencing is not strictly quantitative, we and others
found signiﬁcant correlations between quantitative measures of
taxa abundance and pyrosequence-based estimates (18, 24, 33).
The numbers of ribosomes per cell in our qPCR analyses averaged ∼150, with a maximum of 2,250, similar to the numbers
observed in the marine bacterium, Sphingomonas sp. strain
RB2256 (12).
This study highlights the value of examining both bacterial 16S
rRNA and rDNA to understand ecological controls of abundance and diversity. Though our observations support the KtW
hypothesis for some taxa (22), further experiments are necessary
to understand the relationship between growth rates and abundance of individual taxa in the environment (34). Using 16S
rRNA:rDNA ratios as an index of activity of both abundant and
rare bacteria should also be extremely informative in elucidating
interactions among bacteria and the response of speciﬁc bacterial taxa to environmental factors that change over time. The
observed correlation between activity and abundance and the
potential high growth rates of rare bacteria indicate that we need
to rethink our ideas of how abundant and rare microbes contribute to biogeochemical processes.
Methods
Sample Site, Collection, and Characterization. Surface water samples were
collected monthly between February 2006 and March 2009 from a site beyond the mouth of the Delaware Bay (38° 50.935′ N, 75° 06.456′ W). Standard
oceanographic properties were measured, and cell lysis and extraction of
nucleic acids from the bacterial size fraction were done as previously
described (10).
PCR Ampliﬁcation. DNA was separated from RNA and quantiﬁed as outlined
previously (10). Approximately 50 ng of RNA from each sample were reverse
transcribed into cDNA and checked for contaminating DNA by PCR as described previously, but with 35 cycles (10). DNA and cDNA (1 ng each) were
subjected to PCR with primers that amplify the V1–V2 region of the 16S
rRNA gene (35). Primers contained previously described barcodes to bioinformatically separate samples after sequencing (35). To minimize plateau
effects and PCR artifacts, samples were ampliﬁed in triplicate at low cycle
number (23 cycles for cDNA, 30 for DNA) and pooled. About 100 ng of each
product were pooled together and sequenced on an FLX machine.
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Sequence Analyses. The total number of sequences was 223,297 and 167,764
from the pooled DNA and cDNA amplicons, respectively. All trimming,
clustering, and classiﬁcations were performed in mothur (36). Sequences
were trimmed using the original fasta and quality ﬁles according to the
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average quality score = 35, maximum number of Ns = 0, maximum homopolymers = 10. The number of posttrimmed sequences was 145,162 and
138,167 from the pooled DNA and cDNA amplicons, respectively. Sequences
were combined, dereplicated, aligned in mothur using the Silva template,
screened, and preclustered to eliminate outliers; a distance matrix was
generated from the resulting sequences. Sequences were clustered into
OTUs using the farthest neighbor algorithm. Representative sequences from
OTUs at a 0.03 distance were obtained and classiﬁed using the Silva taxonomy and Bayesian classiﬁer. Similar results were obtained after classiﬁcation
using the RDP classiﬁer tool (37). OTUs occurring <10 times in the entire
dataset were eliminated from further analyses as were sequences classiﬁed
as chloroplasts. The resulting sequences numbered 211,332, of which 66,132
were unique. To compare samples with equal sample size, the number
of sequences per sample was reduced to 1,053 by randomly resampling
100 times the sequence data using the sample function in R (http://www.
r-project.org/). Nine samples contained <1,053 sequences in either the DNA
or cDNA fraction and were excluded from the dataset.
Statistical Analyses. Standard regression analyses were performed in R. Reduced major axis regression analysis was performed as described with 10,000
bootstraps (http://www.bio.sdsu.edu/pub/andy/RMA.html). The 16S rRNA:
rDNA ratios were tested if they were signiﬁcantly different from one based
on the method of Audic and Claverie and a standard two-population proportions test (37, 38).
Quantitative PCR. Speciﬁc PCR primers were designed against seven OTUs
using Primrose 2.17 (39) and the pyrosequence dataset as the search database. Primers were further checked against the National Center for Biotechnology Information database. OTUs, speciﬁc primers, and qPCR
conditions used are listed in Table S1. Ten to 12 amplicons were sequenced
from each primer set to assess primer speciﬁcity. From each sample, 100 pg
of DNA and 50 pg of RNA were used.
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